Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a fortnightly view of what’s been happening on and off the ground at
the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

LATEST CLUB NEWS
Join the Family
What a start to the edition. Life is such a wondrous thing and I would like to extend a warm welcome to Jayden
Bradford Stephenson to the Viking Family.

Congratulations Jacob and Amanda!

Jayden joined the world at 05:35am… they never seem to come at a respectable hour but that is a story for a
different forum, plus they are worth the sleepless nights, including the many coming your way guys! Jayden weighed 3.505kg (for those of us a little older that’s 7.72 pound), and measures 50.5cm in length.

Legs 11
Our first Club social event has come and gone. TVCC Bingo!
We had a great turn out, Bicko worked away behind the scenes and put on a great BBQ dinner.
The Bingo itself was entertaining with some well behaved tables and some not so well behaved... I blame the jovial
nature of the whole day with massive wins and a general celebratory mood well set in by the evening. Ok maybe
alcohol played a little part too.
The highlights of the night were a couple of Bingo calls that well, weren’t. There is nothing like getting stuck into club
mates. I believe an investigation is underway with regards to the numbers being rigged; I mean how else could the
Floros brother win money?
All in all a great night and an outstanding start to the social calendar!
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A New Partnership
CACT and Canberra Toyota have partnered to provide more to clubs and club members in Canberra.
Please see the below flyer for additional information. If you or anyone you know are considering a new or used
vehicle please pass this information on as it benefits not just them but also the cricket club.
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AROUND THE GROUNDS
1 st Grade
Round 1 – Toys out of the Cot!
What a start to the season, another toss and another loss... oh well out to bowl we went with ANU deciding to bat
first. We did our best to help them along with the score bowling plenty of extras... welcome back Charlie!
However, it didn’t take long before Timmy Floros set the land speed record for a pirate to get the first of three run
outs for the day but more importantly to get us under way, ANU 1/10. He was again involved in the second, third,
and fourth this time with the ball in hand... the Timmy Show? Oh wait it is his show cause he got the fifth with his
second run out. ANU lost 4 for 45 as Timmy recorded two run outs and 3/22 off 8 over’s. Like most Englishmen on
Australian soil Charlie (10-0-1/51) struggled a bit, but showed some class and got rewarded as he was the first to
interrupt the Timmy Show getting the sixth wicket. Ollie Anable also chipped in with 1/35 from 9 over’s. But like
most things in cricket it isn’t a one man show, sorry Timmy. But we have to mention Shane; I mean how can we not?
As he definitely created pressure down the other end bowling his 10 over’s for a return of 0/14. In comical fashion
ANU struggled to the end with two more run outs, one to each Floros brother with Benji finally chipping in, 9/180
from 50 over’s.
Like most of today’s TV shows, the Timmy Show started so well and promised so much but failed to deliver as
promised and ended abruptly, out first ball with more run outs or wickets for that matter than runs. Tuggies 1/1...
Now for the Southpaw Show with Justin Haywood 27(51) and Amit Sharma 62(85) got the wheels back on and
moved the score to 65 before Jugs fell. Shane 4(7) came and went kicking one in front of middle with the score on 70
before TVT 26(40) and Amit again steadied the ship. Kevin “AWOL” Chapman entered after Amit fell and helped limp
the score to 136 before TVT went. Enter Benji “the other brother” Floros who wasn’t going to be outshone, sibling
rivalry is such a great motivator. Benji quickly got to work enjoying the ANU attack on the way to a quick 39*(32),
being support well by Chappies 16*(39). And to put the icing on the cake Benji finished with a maximum.
Now you might be wondering, and if you’re not wonder know, about the title “Toys of the cot!”?
So the highlight of the day wasn’t the brilliant cricket on the field, but another type of activity on the field. Now we
all know about banter and the games the “boys” play to pass the time and entertain themselves during the long days
in the field. Well Charlie fresh off the plane was down at Chisholm to do what he does best, cricket and who else but
Kevin Chapman was down there as well, soaking in as much batting advice as he can get... enough said really. Come
Saturday and you would think these two know each other well and have some fun right? Correct! After all Chappie
does refer to Charlie as “Coward”. So “Coward” wasn’t thirsty at this particular drinks break, or more likely it tasted
like lake water. So instead of wasting it he shared it with Chappie... down his leg I believe, it also may or may not
have been the third dose of the day, and I am sure he didn’t deserve it. Anyway, cause and effect is sometimes an
unexpected beast. The toys were well out of the cot and most of what happened is in our “Adults Only” version...
aka the bar stories! So much so was the dummy spit that he stormed off to the boundary and stayed there until the
close of the innings, but more impressively lead the team with an impressive lead off the field for lunch. Now at
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lunch you generally sit around as a team and get some fluids and energy back into the system, right? Well Chappie
was nowhere to be seen. He’d gone AWOL, and for what reason you might ask? To wash and press his pants to
ensure they didn’t stain, after all you have to look your best, dress and bearing is a big part of presentation and
looking professional. Now I know you might be asking the question.
However, it wasn’t all bad as we found it Chappie! I think Charlie has it for you.

Round 2 – Another One Man Show!
Back to Chisholm to face North Canberra-Gungahlin, what awaited us was unknown due to rain on two days prior.
However, as per usual Chisholm was up to scratch, so much so that North’s won the toss and batted. They got off to
a solid start too; poor old Stanks still suffering from sea legs couldn’t get the radar working. But it took Timmy (1/15)
to again inflict the first damage with the score at 64 and then the second came in the form of a run out again, this
time to Nikesh Joseph. From here it turned into a one man show, the Skippers Chronicles. Shane put on a master
class with the ball making quick work of the top and middle order on his way to figures of 6-2-5/8. Erin Osborne (1/2)
was the only other bowler to take a wicket taking seven balls to finish the innings. North’s lost 8 for 39 due to
sustained pressure from both ends as everyone did their jobs bowling tight areas to give nothing free away, well
except for the 18 wides, but we had to give them a sporting chance. To go along with the discipline in the bowling
ranks the fielders backed them up and inflicted no fewer than three run outs. North’s all out 107 off 34.1 over’s.
Awesome, with half the job done we now had to navigate through that tricky period before lunch. It wasn’t made
easy as Timmy 6(6) and Amit 5(6) fell cheaply leaving youngster Logan Ayers who was elevated to get some valuable
experience to do the brunt of the work. With two of the veterans of the side in the shed it was a new comer to 1st
grade who weather the storm and batted with the patience and temperament beyond his years. But he wasn’t alone
and in all honesty he was to play a supporting role in the Skippers Chronicles as Shane Devoy and Logan got through
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to lunch with relative ease. After lunch they got to work with Shane turning on a master class, but this time with bat
in hand. The only hiccup was Logan being run out for a steady 27(67) with the score at 88. Another youngster in Tyler
Hays 3*(9) came out to help Shane finish it off. To go along with his earlier haul of wickets Shane ended with
58*(75). The target chased down in 27 over’s for the loss of only 3 wickets.
Two for two!

2 nd Grade
Round 1 – Lesson from the Students
After teaching the students a thing or two in the T20 clash last weekend, it was time for round 1 of the one day
game. ANU won the toss and elected to bat on a green slab of a wicket. It was a slow start for both sides, ANU
batsmen couldn’t hit it off the square and we couldn’t hold our catches. With extras leading the way early we
continued to tie the batsmen down. Big D was cheap as per normal bowling his ten straight for a return of 1/18. Alex
“Length” Floros found what worked with 2/35 from his ten, which I think, is less that what he went for in 1 over in
our T20 games last weekend, must have been warming up that weekend. Mat “Sore Knee” Rogers bowled without
luck… we couldn’t catch luck and finished with the tidy figures of 0/39 from ten in his season debut in the one dayers
as a leg spinner. However, we kept the lid on the students and with the assist of a few run outs had them 5/106 off
33 overs. Unfortunately from here the students became the teachers and showed how to finish an innings and
accelerated to finish with 7/222 of the 50 overs. We do blame Jake for the score as he coaches the batsmen who
scored the runs… not sure how as he has a technique nothing like Jake himself.
The run chase started slowly but solidly with our openers seeing off the new ball without issue before James “How
far can I hit this” Dyer couldn’t hit it far at all getting bowled for 26(55) with the score at 50. From here we just
couldn’t get going. Matty Rogers fell trying to accelerate the run chase for a very well compiled 33(62). It wasn’t until
the last ten overs that we really started to get going. Jake “Yes 2 there” Floros ran hard between the wickets in an
attempt to get us home with great support from Sammy Dwyer 29(32) but unfortunately we left our run too late and
fell 19 runs short. However, the highlight of the day was watching the walking dead skipper, Jake Floros come off the
field after scoring his 64*(76) after running a plenty as he only managed a single boundary. As rare as an eclipse we
watched him run a quick two 6 balls in a row… it was an amazing sight to be honest!

Round 2 – Basically a day drive to Sydney!
So another Saturday morning and another away game to Norths, unfortunately for us it was out at Harrison…
enough said really. Personally I don’t mind the drive, if we were driving to a place suitable for a decent cricket
match… my experience tells me this is difficult to find at Harrison. This game would be no different. Upon arrival our
fearsome skipper Jake organised a search party to find the pitch. Unfortunately, they failed on the first attempt and
we had to send out a second. We eventually found a “pitch” if you can call it that. Attached below are photos just
before play, so “rolled and ready…”! Personally, my motivated was fractured…
However, Jake won the toss and as you guessed we bowled. The first 7 balls were not how I thought it would start,
Big D was very poor with his first 6 balls compared to the 54 other legal deliveries he would bowl. 0/4 off the first
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over, tighten up Big D. The reason I mention 7 balls was Alexander “tight” Floros was just that, tight, well I am
guessing cause I pretty sure his first ball went backwards, ok maybe not backwards but close enough, it dipped and
beat the batsmen… not what we expected with the new ball. However, we got into our grove and both Panda and
Big D starting hitting the right areas, Big D well before Panda who loves to bowl half volleys. Thank god they could
use the bat in their hands. To say he were on top early is a large understatement. Wickets fell regularly, but
somehow I don’t think the pitch is totally to blame. I’ve seen worse wickets as far as playing tricks for the batsmen,
but they failed to adapt and all batted in their crease, with weight on the back foot and no intent… lesson to be
learnt here fellas! It turned into a field day behind the bat as Kieran “I hate work” Monger and James “Village
Cricket” Dyer took 3 catches each. It would have been a perfect day however, Jake “Loves the Cordon” Floros
grassed a sorry to say skip, simple catch at 1st slip off Big D. However, that was the only mistake in a great display.
Norths all out 31… yes 3 1! Big D was expensive but got results for us with 6/19 off his 10 and Panda worked well
bowling those half volleys and leg stump line to end with 4/9 off his 10.
With a new opening pair… decided earlier in the week before we saw the pitch! Matt Rogers saw off the first over
without much problem. 0/0 hmm solid but a worse start then Norths. Enter Craig Devoy, second ball boundary, as
expected. Awesome we have intent, unfortunately two balls later his castle was knocked over… not quite the start
we wanted. Kieran “can sweep” Mongers confidently walked the marathon to the centre; he does have short legs
after all. Nothing but solid and off the mark early with a 2, 1/6 after two overs… par score. Rog and Kiz from here
took control batting with great INTENT… North’s take notes here please! Playing positive cricket shots and
capitalizing on anything with width and quickly got the score to 28 before Kiz 11(15) was too was knocked over after
being bowled. Out walked one of our professionals Katie Mack who one ball which was punched out of the middle of
the bat, but unfortunately straight to the fielder for no run. End of the over saw Rog face the last four balls of the
game knocking off the target in the eight over! Rog undefeated on 16*(27).
I’m guessing that is a bonus point win! Thanks for coming.
On a side note how was the drive Adam “didn’t even field” Onus?
And Daniel “the duck hunter” Hesse did you catch anything?
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3 rd Grade
Round One
After a positive start to the comp in the T20 format, we arrived at ANU South hoping to continue our good form in
the one day format. The pitch and outfield looked great and we expected a really enjoyable game in these
conditions.
We won the toss (that’s 3-4, now 1 ahead of last year’s full season total), and chose to bat.
Syed and Bicko started, but Syed soon departed for a duck, bringing our version of David Warner to the crease (J
Papp to his mates). They steered us through the difficulty of the new ball that moved just enough to make you have
to concentrate on your work. Together they mixed power with placement and smart running, until Bicko was caught
on the crease for 26(39) with the score at 2/73. John Evans 18(14) and Jayden continued to get on top of the attack;
however a couple of quick wickets (Pooh Bear and Burgie) made us sit back take stock (4/107). Our target of about
250 now needed some work. Jayden and Pezz were going along nicely until Jayden was out for 60(66) with the score
at 5/141. Now 250 was a long way away and we needed someone to stand up. Pezz fell soon after and we were
blowing away a great opportunity and a solid start (6/163). Enter Guy Randell, really clever batting showing his
experience and ability, he mastered 74 off 62 with 10 fours and 2 sixes, he and Ryan Hayes took us to 217 when Ryan
was out. While he didn’t score a lot, his partnership with Guy was what we needed and got us up over the 200 mark.
Guido (Guy) was eventually run out for 74 and pulled up lame in the middle of the innings, but we now were getting
back on track and had 239 in the bank, a late flurry from Toby, Gl and the Skipper got us to 248, which was a great
effort all around.
While a good score, it would require some defending as it was a good outfield and from past years they always have
blokes who can bat. I throw the new ball to the umpires (still in its white paper bag), only for them to come chasing
after me with some degree or urgency. This ball will not do they tell me. I am confused, it’s a new ball, but upon
opening the paper bag we find it’s a RED ball, No problem, I was given a 2nd for tomorrow I’ll just use that, only to
find its RED as well. Now we panic. No white ball! We tried 1st Grade who did look everywhere for something we
could use and we appreciate what they were able to offer. In the meantime the message got through to our SVP JK,
who jumped in his trusty ute and scrambled across to ANU. He arrived just before the 3.50 pm cut off time for a full
game; we appreciated John’s effort to drive all that way for us. So, now let’s start the innings, we tried a new tactic
and opened with Guido and Ben Cadden and this worked beautifully, as our aim of a very lean start not giving away
runs and increasing the run rate to a point where they had to take risks payed handsomely. Guy 9-0-1/23, Ben 7-11/33, held it up, after a spell of poor out fielding where we dropped 3-4 catches and misfielded ground balls, we got
our act together. Our sustained pressure got to them with GL again a tidy 5-0-2/15 breaking the ANU batting order
up. The Skipper chimed in with 3 wickets, with our leg spinning protégé Toby Rogers bagging 2/1 off 1, and Syed
grabbing the last one as we cleaned them up for 140.
A really strong performance, although we will be working on some catching and fielding this week.
Credit to the Umpires and ANU and their skipper who may well have been within their rights to find some obscure
rule that may have prevented us playing and ANU getting a forfeit or something given the situation, yet sanity and
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common sense (and good sportsmanship) prevailed and I am very appreciative of this. It can be a rare combination
these days.

3 rd Grade T20 Semi Final!
T 20 Semi Final V ANU at ANU South (again)
With yesterday’s performance and result still fresh in our minds we rocked up to ANU South... again. This time I
checked before the game to be sure the ball was white and had this double checked by younger eyes as well.
Unsurprisingly, same wicket and we kind of knew what to expect, but we didn’t know how different they would be
as a team. Another toss, another win (now 4-5, but I will swap them all for winning the toss next Sunday), so we
choose to bat again.
Syed out first ball did not make this look like a good decision, but once again Bicko and Jayden settled us down. Bicko
in particular was very positive and made a solid 23 off 25, and with Jayden 30(28) got us to 53 nicely before Bicko
departed, John Evans came and went, 3-63 but the run rate was still solid. However things turned at 3-63 as it soon
became 4-65 and then 5-66, now we were well and truly on the back foot. Sam Burge and Guido played really well to
consolidate and keep the run rate up, before Burgie was out for 12 with the score at 6-106, again Ryan Hayes and
Guy had a valuable partnership until Ryan was caught going hard for the boundary (7-121) at least we had a score to
defend. Greg Lemin and Guy then added a quick fire 20, Guy in particular playing some lovely touch shots
punctuated with power when the right ball was there, GL was out 2nd last ball for 10(5), caught on the boundary with
us now at 140, and with 1 scored off the last ball and Toby unselfishly sacrificing himself going for the 2nd we finished
with 141. Good score and we were confident. Guy the stand out finishing unbeaten on 43*(38).
From here the game took a bizarre turn. Ben Cadden who has been doing a Stirling job for a young fellow who has
only played 2 full games of 3rd grade plus a handful of T20’s and to be fair has struggled a little with left handers,
opened the attack. 2nd ball the opener pops one to short cover a happy Jayden takes that. Another left hander and
their best batsmen arrives. Ben changes approach, bowls him with a magnificent inswinger, 2-1 first over, and he is
on a hat-trick, but unfortunately missing it. But it didn’t slow him down as he knocks another over, 3-10, then
another 4-11 the boy was on fire. In his last over he takes another finishing with 5-8 off his 4 and absolutely
destroyed ANU’s batting. Absolutely outstanding! Meanwhile at the other end, the old skipper can’t get 2 in the
same place and cause any issues, the guard is changing. Finally the old man gets one, and they are 6-28 and the
game is as good as dead. Toby Rogers and Pezz clean up the tail, with 1 & 3 respectively, and Ryan Hays bowling a
very solid 4 over’s and only going for 16. All out for 77 in the 20th over. Excellent win and off to the big dance at
Manuka.
Can I just say thanks to all those players from other grades that turned up to watch and support us, it was great to
see and we appreciate it very much. It certainly let us know how much our success and contributions are valued by
you all.
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Round Two
Firstly, Can I start be thanking Craig Devoy, Bicko and Greg Lemin for going to Chisholm on Friday night and removing
the covers to give us the best chance of play the next day, also Bicko again for getting to the ground early to mow
the pitch and then Matt Reynolds for coming down and rolling the pitch. That contribution from a guy who isn’t
even playing is invaluable.
So, the pitch looked great, outfield terrible given they couldn’t mow it Friday due to it being wet, but we’ll take it.
We won the toss again, (now 5 from 6) and elected to bat.
Our story with the bat was poor on a good condition wicket, with a constant flow of wickets which was our own
making with poor discipline and shot selection. After no time at all we were 3 for not a lot with Syed, Pooh and
Jayden all back in the clubhouse. But as he has done all season Bicko was still there steadying the ship and doing a
great job for us. Unfortunately, soon after Bicko was out for 23(43). While our scoring rate was Ok, we were
haemorrhaging wickets and not really giving ourselves a chance to set up the last 10 over’s. Our middle order of
new recruit Matt Hollis 22(45), Tom Seaman 21(35), Guy Randell 16(27), and Greg Lemin 10*(19) all made
contributions, but nobody really went on with it and we were eventually rolled for 131 in 38 overs. Well short of
where we thought we should have been, but in hindsight they did have a couple of good and well experienced
bowlers who had recently played higher levels, so maybe we did OK.
With the ball we once again started well. Ben Cadden growing with confidence troubling batsmen, even left handers
who he struggled with early in the season. In fact now I suspect Ben enjoys left handers as he tends to get rid of
them fairly early. The Skipper finally put it on the right spot to pick up one. We were rolling. Bowling changes at the
end of spells again saw Guy Randell and Greg Lemin put a middle order to the sword with Guy taking 5/14 hall
(despite the skipper putting down the simplest slips catch of the year, sorry again mate), and GL 1/18. Toby Rogers
again cleaned up the tail with 2/6 and we had bowled them out for 85 in the 36th over, which was outstanding.
Highlight of the day was Matt Hollis taking 4 catches on debut (perhaps some form of club record for a non wicket
keeper I suspect.)
A good win, but we still show some fragility with the bat.

3 rd Grade T20 Grand Final v Queanbeyan at Manuka Oval!
3rd Grade’s First Grand Final appearance in any form of cricket, in I don’t quite know how many years. But certainly
more than 5 years. The GF in itself is a big deal for all the boys and to be played on Manuka, well just icing on the
cake.
The Ground was in immaculate condition, as you would hope given they only play a handful of days of cricket there
each year. The toss done, and yes on cue the skippers luck ran out (5-7) and we didn’t actually get to make a choice,
so we were assigned to the field.
We knew they had an aggressive opening pair and we needed to control things early and not let them get away from
us. A very good first over from Ben Cadden was followed by a very loose one from the skipper and we had let them
get off to the start we didn’t want, however another nice tight one from Ben stemmed things for us. After a very
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inconsistent over and a bit the skipper finally got it together and took the off stump of the opener and we now had
our breakthrough. This brought Canberra Legend (or at least legend to Jack Adamson) Peter Solway to the crease
and we could see they were not mucking around throwing the best in early to try to set a big score. We dropped
Solway and the opener in quick succession that over and things looked a bit grim. However, next over Ben struck,
Solway out trying to go over the infield, quickly followed by the other opener and Ben had 2 in the over, and had
them rocking at 3 for 38. Greg Lemin came into the attack and continued the wicket roll with another, Ben another
and then GL another 2, all of a sudden we had them 6 for 38. Guy Randel replacing Ben at the end of his very tidy
spell, again made his presence felt with one early and now 7-40. Unfortunately, they consolidated from this point
with the 8th wicket partnership forming from batting with intelligence and poise and dragged them along passing
the 100 mark until we eventually had them out off the last ball for 111. Not a big total and but defendable. The
bowlers finished with some handy figures, Ben with 3/10 off 4, GL with 2/11 off 4, and Guy (1/19), Syed (1/27) and
the skipper (1/27) all chipping in with one each.
Qbn opened the attack with 2 spinners, showing how valuable they can be in this form of the game. We got off to
the worst possible start, Syed out 2nd ball with the score at 0, Jayden 2(8) an over or so later and then John Evans
1(1) run out backing up too far all in the space of 4 overs, we were 3 for 11 and 111 looked a long way away. Bicko
15(23) was doing what he had done all year, and was doing it pretty well just playing the sensible openers roll and
holding the innings together. Bicko and Sam Burge 14(15) played well and looked to have us back on track until Sam
was received by a slower ball and then Bicko followed not long after – not many and a long way to go. GL and Guy
Randell batted and battled hard and mixed up good running with some hard hitting, and had us back in a place
where we were half a chance. Disaster struck in over 15 when Guy was run out for 11(12) in very controversial
circumstances, which ultimately played a huge part in the result. I won’t go into the details other than to say that a
single decision changed the course of the match and the result, and the umpires appear to have got the law wrong,
but that said we all make errors in the game and we cannot and should not hold them singularly responsible. With 4
overs to go we needed slightly better than a run a ball and on Manuka this is more likely than it is not. Ryan Hayes
and GL inched our way towards the finish line and when Ryan 6(8) departed late in the 19th over, we needed
something special to win it. Toby Rogers 5(4) and GL 33*(28) tried valiantly but it was a bridge too far and we
ultimately fell 6 runs short. Our inexperience showed and our inability to score even singles off balls in the last 5-6
overs hurt us badly. In the last 30 balls, we failed to score runs off 17 of them, hopefully a lesson for everyone and an
experience for the younger members of the team
I am really proud of the guys, considering where we have come from over the past few years. This is the first in many
steps to greater outcomes, now for the real cricket. Let’s see if we can put into play what we have learned.

4 th Grade
Round 1
No report sorry – if you want a rundown feel free to harass 4th grade.
Result – They lost
TVCC all out 127 def by ANU 4/131
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Round 2
We joined 2nd Grade in trekking out to Harrison to face North’s in our round 2 fixture.
The start was delayed due to dampness in the pitch and a spill from the covers which set us back an hour, reducing
the game to 40 over’s per side. It was a handy delay as we got to watch a full game before we started, well when I
say full game I mean 2nd Grade’s quick game.
We lost the toss and were sent in on a pitch that didn’t really end up playing as badly as it looked. A few blokes made
starts from Crush 24(18), Bilal 22(35) and Michael Swansborough 23(25) but unfortunately regular wickets kept us
from getting a roll on and we were eventually all out for 124.
The defence started brightly with Will Seaman getting a couple early and Bilal backing up his runs with some quality
over’s at the other end. Will finished with 3/11 from 6 over’s with a wicket each to Austin, Bilal and Hays. North’s
built a partnership that was not without luck. But in the end were able to get the runs 6 down and with 5 over’s to
spare.
We will be looking for a better performance this week as a batting group and hope to bounce back against Eastlake.

5 th Grade
Welcome to season 17/18 5th Grade!
Having gone through season 16/17 with mixed results but a definite feeling that there was serious progress being
made and better things were on the horizon, Saturday kicked off with a good vibe and confidence in the air. We
arrived at Conder to find a beautiful if not slightly lush ground with a deck so good we thought Mr Devoy might have
got the grounds mixed up. Junior Hammond was the first man on scene and spent the next 60 minutes telling
everyone within earshot how he was going to score 50 and force his way up into 4th grade. And you know what? We
felt so good that we were ready to believe him. Whispers were also floating around the group about the possible
sighting of that elusive and endangered species: the 5th grade umpire. When the man in blue actually showed up
you better believe we got straight on the blower to the World Wildlife Fund to have them upgraded from
'Endangered' to 'Rare.' All the pieces were falling into place, the stars were aligning, and our ducks were lining up,
whichever cliche you wanted use it felt like today was going to be our day. The Vikings won the toss, had an
extremely civilised conversation with Dave (Westies skip) and Tim (the Umpire) about the spirit of the game and
enjoying ourselves and so on and so forth before sending Westies into what was sure to be a short and bitterly
uncomfortable time at the crease . This was it. The dominoes were all lined up; all we had to do was knock the first
one over..........
By this stage the god's of cricket had enough. It was time for the pendulum to swing the other way.
The innings opened up well enough. We took the first three poles in reasonably regular succession and kept the run
rate in check. One of their openers got a start and had just been joined by the opposing skipper but we felt we could
get the breakthrough we needed to tip the scales in our favour. After drinks, we were to find out just how wrong we
were. Some loose bowling and ordinary fielding saw the Westies run rate start to climb, quickly. Their opener went
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on to score a match winning 90, made all the more frustrating by the fact he was dropped, 4 times, twice by yours
truly. Eventually he was brought unstuck by the ever dependable Tim Darke, but by that stage the damage was done.
Even though we managed to snare a few late wickets, Westies still finished their allotted overs with 224 runs for the
loss of 8 wickets. Notable figures from the bowling were myself with 4/20 off 9 with Darkey, Manny, Shahid and
young Daniel Oshyer each contributing a wicket from their spells. Special mention to both Darkey and Daniel, who
both bowled significantly better than what their figures would suggest.
While it was somewhat symbolic that our run chase began on the same day as the inaugural running of 'The Everest'
in Sydney, we still felt that we had the ability to chase down such a target. Unfortunately, that feeling was
overwhelmed by the urge to give the youngsters playing for Westies a chance to practice taking cheap wickets. So
much so that by the 11th over we had surrendered 6 wickets for the gain of only 11 runs to the opening 2 bowlers
and were trying to decide whether 'complete failure' or 'catastrophic failure' was the best way to describe our
innings. For the record, those two words are defined by Google as follows and neither of them felt like they were
appropriate enough:
Complete: (often used for emphasis) to the greatest extent or degree; total.
Catastrophic: involving or causing sudden great damage or suffering
Fortunately, Manny, Paul Ticehurst, Ali Rizvi, Darky and Shahid had a different plan from the top order and put on a
tremendous display of grit and determination to see us through almost (41.5) to the conclusion of our allotted 45
overs and drag our score from an all-time low of 11 up to a much less dismal 89. A sincere thank you to the 5 of
them, without their efforts we would have succumbed to our worst ever score. Ali finished with our top score of 17,
closely followed by Manny on 16.
There is a lot for us to take away from this match. Much to learn, much to improve on, and even the occasional
bright spot. A big shout out goes to Daniel Oshyer, as previously mentioned, his figures do not reflect the true extent
of his bowling, his efforts with the ball, his efforts in the field and helping out around the squad were some of the
few highlights of the day. This young man has an exciting future with TVCC.
All in all it was a hard day, with a few hard lessons to take on board. But you must learn to walk before you can run.
But sure as shit, 5th grade will be running before the end of the season.
Watch this space.

Round 2
After some poor weather during the week we were again off the Conder to face Ginninderra. After being sent in to
bat we started well with Paul Ayers and Evan Boucher getting off to a great start with 68 run partnership to start the
day. Ev was first to go for 22, but it didn’t halt the runs with Faisal Abbas getting right to work providing solid
support for Paul with 29 before he kick one in front. With the score at 2/136 it was steady going without really
getting established partnerships as wicket fell at regular intervals. All the while Paul was working his way to 81
before falling on the last ball of the innings. With a healthy 9/194 after 45 over’s.
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With confidence high we got to work. Manny Singh got us off to a perfect start claiming the first wicket with only 5
runs scored. From here the middle order weren’t able to get going due some tight bowling and fielding. Manny Singh
and Jason Moschioni being the primary destroyers both getting 3 wickets. They were supported well by Faisal Abbas
who got two and Tim Rock who got one. Paul Ayers chipped in with a run out to help assist the bowlers, just in case
they needed it. Ginninderra all out for 163 off 38 over’s.
Our first win under our belts!

Women’s Premier Grade
Round 1
15 October 2017 TVCC Women’s vs Norths.
The ladies unfortunately didn’t manage to secure a win for their first game of the season last Sunday. With a crazy
“illness” removing some of the team on the night before, the ladies managed to keep the game close with only 8
players! A big shout out to Pina Kidd who put on the whites to help us out!
A stunning morning at the home of cricket, aka, Chisholm 1, our Tuggettes captain won the toss and decided the
best way forward, with only 8 players, would be to go out for a field, hoping to take a few early wickets…
unfortunately, this did not happen. North’s managed to get away from us, using the lack of fielders to their
advantage scoring 1/159 off 20 over’s. Shout out again to Pina Kidd for taking the first and only wicket so far in the
season, taking 1/25 off 3!
Going in to bat, we managed to see out the 20 over’s, pulling up stumps at 4/127. Obviously, not an ideal start to the
season. A huge effort from Alex Wilson scoring 44 not out and Meg Woodberry, a newbie and junior who scored her
highest score ever of 41!!!
Great effort from the ladies who were there on the day!! Onwards and upwards Tuggettes!
Next game is: 10am Sunday, 29 October 2017 @ Chisholm 1 Vs Weston Creek
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TVCC FANTASY LEAGUE
After two rounds we have a leader and a loser… thank god Jugs is better at the real selections!!!

UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENTS
25th November – TVCC Cup – 7pm
16th December – FINES Nite – 7pm
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UPCOMING MATCHES
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CAPTAINS CORNER
Captains Corner is a place for a quick word from one of our fearsome leaders, or a seasoned veteran if we can’t lock
down a skipper. It might inspire, it might motivate, and it might even entertain.
This edition we’ve asked the Women’s Premier Captain, Bek Kidd. Thanks Bek.
Hi all,
I have been asked to provide the Captains Corner for this fortnight’s edition of the Tuggies Tele. When
asked, I wasn’t sure exactly what I was going to say. But after some thought, I have it. Why not use this
forum as a way of introducing the female players to the club, provide a little insight on the team and our
goals and thank those who have always put in 110% for the women’s team.
First of all, I would like to introduce the team as it stands today:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Bek Kidd
Alex Wilson
Kirsty Reaks
Jess Garness
Makayla Clarke
Liz Copper-Jones
Vainda Kiraly
Meg Woodberry
Meg Mayo
Annie Toole
Tamika Naumann
Mikayla Gleeson
Sophie Bickerton
Pina Kidd
Elle Weston

Our team list, like the men’s grades, is never set in stone and constantly changing. Most of these players
are either playing their first or second season of cricket and some of us are just suckers that keep
returning every season. We are pretty lucky to constantly have some new faces within the squad. I
personally think the biggest draw card we have as a women’s team, is that we are a fun, welcoming and
friendly bunch. I know, if it wasn’t for these ladies, you wouldn’t see me returning every season. It makes
training and game day fun and bearable!
Last season was so incredible, taking out the T20 finals on that amazing weekend of wins for us, 1st and
2nd grade. At the beginning of that season, it seemed that we were stuck in a building and development
stage and looking back we probably didn’t think then that we were going to take out a championship!
However as the season ticked over, something triggered in us as a squad, and we all realised that we had
incredible potential to make it all the way to the finals and take out the win. I am so tremendously proud
of the women’s team for sticking it out together and making it all the way to that win. I can only hope
that we can work together again this season and take out that title again!
This season we are very much still in a development stage. We are currently bringing in new players into
the squad, and bringing our wealth of knowledge in skills and techniques to everyone with the help of
PO Box 467, Erindale Centre, ACT 2903 – Telephone (02) 6292 1085 - Fax (02) 6292 1085
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Jamie and Jason. To help us keep moving into the future as a women’s team, we have reached out to the
female junior side of the club, offering to build a vital bridge that has been missing for quite a while. The
aim is to help them develop, learn and gain skills to keep them interested in the game after that junior’s
stage as well as creating a path for them to continue playing once juniors is over. I think this is a huge
stepping stone for the female side of the club and over the next few years we will really see this path
develop and hopefully see most of the junior girls making their way to the senior team.
Lastly, I would like to say thank you a bunch of people for all their efforts in this season already and all
the previous seasons;
Firstly, I would like to thank Catherine Chippendale; the women’s team itself wouldn’t be where it is today
without the efforts this amazing woman has put into the squad. She is a huge support and advocator for
female cricket in Canberra and still a very active member of the female part of this club, constantly
providing advice and a wealth of experience to us. We are so grateful for everything you do for us. We
cannot put into words how thankful we are.
To Jason Yip who has come into the team this year as a guidance for us. He has a wealth of coaching
experience and so far, has provided us with some great knowledge on how we go forward from here as a
squad. Honestly, it has been amazing having you help out the ladies team and we are so beyond
appreciative that you have given us your time to help our women’s team grow and succeed into the future.
To Jamie Kneebone; you had a cracking season last year, taking out Women’s player of the year and
becoming the 5th ladies player for Tuggeranong to score 100 (and first mother to do so!) it was a hard
reality to realise that you weren’t able to play this season. Firstly, from the squad, congratulations and
best of luck with your second baby who is due very soon! We all cannot wait to meet the cute little future
Viking! Secondly, thank you, for taking the time to help us develop as a squad. Without you, we would
really be struggling. You help us realise our capabilities and push to achieve those goals. I hope as a squad
we can make you proud as a coach, in the same way we did as a Captain! I have some big shoes to fill this
season and it’s a little daunting.
To all the players of the club, partners, friends and relatives that help us develop and grow as a team and
make the effort to come down to our games every weekend and cheers us along. Thank you!! It’s nice to
have a cheer squad every week encouraging us along to do and be the best we can be.
Last but not least, to my mum, Pina Kidd. Thank you, for every week you come along without a
complaint, for every lunch you make us, for every time we ask you to score, for every MyCricket update
you complete, not only for us but also the men’s teams, for every time you yell advice from the boundary
or every time you put on those whites just to help us out. You are our biggest supporter and have been
since I was young. You make the day to day of our cricket life so much easier and we would be utterly lost
without you! We cannot put into words how thankful we are of you and everything that you have done!
Just know we all love you Mumma Kidd!
That’s all folks!
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THE CHISHOLM SPOTLIGHT (THE QUICK FIRE 10… )
The Chisholm Spotlight is somewhere we can put someone under the spotlight in an attempt to get to know them,
embarrass them, entertain the rest of us, and maybe even learn to like them.
You may have even seen this week’s Spotlight guest on some advertising, or even an interview, surely on some
streaming site of some description, right? Either way I know you’ve seen him around, he is basically a celebrity!

Welcome Timmy Floros!

*
*this picture may or may not be Timmy, but it is a celebrity!
(But same expression when he is batting at the moment)

So how long have you been a Viking?
Been a Viking since I was 10 but first started playing grade when I was 15.
How’s the form with the bat?
Absolutely shocking, I may as well be batting 12 with the way I’m hitting them.
That’s alright mate, you are a bowler now anyway. Who is the best cricketer you have
played with at the club?
Shane, his allround game is amazing and what makes him such a good captain is that he doesn’t over bowl
himself.
Seriously? I understand Shane is a great cricketer, but “doesn’t over bowl himself” I might
need to stop talking to Chappie. On to Chappie what is it like batting with him?
Batting with Chappie is like watching grass grow, extremely boring.
After that we might see another dummy spit. Talking meltdowns, how good was Chappie’s
meltdown? Do you think you will see another before Christmas?
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Chappie’s meltdown would have to be the highlight of the decade, he is genuine contender for the golden
bat award. The likelihood of it happening again before Christmas is definitely high, having him in the side is
like having a teenage girl in the team.
Well we better change the subject before Shane starts messaging me about causing issues
in the team. So how long has it take to grow the beard? Are you compensating for
anything?
The beard has taken me almost 9 months to grow, the reason for the beard is to make up for the lack of
hair I have on my head.
Honesty, I like it. Best person at the club to celebrate with and why?
The best current player to celebrate with would have to be Stanks, he is so loose and just an allround
legend.
Ah MJ, has to be loose after the nose job. Worst bowler to face in the nets at twilight?
The worst bowler to face late on a Thursday night would have to be myself, no one can hit me in daylight
let alone in the dark.
Well played, definitely no confidence issues, typical Floros really. Talking Floros brothers,
who is the better brother? Jake or Panda
Panda would definitely have to be the better brother, he is better at every aspect of the game, a much
better drinker and a much better bloke than Jake.
Fair call, we say that a lot in 2s. What’s shaving the beard worth?
There is nothing that can compare to the beard, the only way it is leaving my face is if I am put in a grave!
Hmmm that sounds like a challenge to me.
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WHO’S WHO IN THE ZOO
Committee Members
President

John Evans

Vice President

John Kidd

Secretary

Liz Barrington-Smith

Financial Controller

Joel Armstrong

Cricket Operations

Justin Haywood

Treasurer

Wayne Lucerne

Pavilion Manager

Pina Kidd

Women's Cricket Rep

Rebecca Kidd

Captains for 2017/18
Club Captain

Greg Lemin

1st Grade

Shane Devoy

2nd Grade

Jake Floros

3rd Grade

Paul Nemes

4th Grade

Joel Armstrong

5th Grade

Michael Venables

Women’s

Rebecca Kidd

CLUB MEMBERSHIPS FOR 2017/18
Membership Rates

Season Rates

Type of Membership

Junior

Student

Full Fee

Women's Full Rate

$200

$290

$380

Men's Full Rate

$300

$440

$550

Single Match Rate
Junior T20

Student T20

Senior T20

Junior

Student

Senior

$15

$20

$25

$15

$25

$45

CLUB NOTICE BOARD
Please ensure you are updating your availability for selection on MyCricket when the emails come out. This
helps greatly with selections and naming sides early. At worst please ensure an email is sent to
selector@tvcc.org.au with you availability.
There will be emails and posts on Facebook when the covers need to be put on. Please ensure we are doing
all we can to assist with getting the covers on as it will affect our results guys.
Please ensure we are passing all the good bad and ugly to jamesadyer1@gmail.com for the future editions of
the Tele.
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